The Raise the Wage Act

Increasing the minimum wage has been a topic of discussion in the news due, in part, to President
Biden’s support in recent legislation. What would change if we changed minimum wage? What are
the pros and cons of increasing the minimum wage?
What are the rules regarding minimum wage right now?
•

Minimum wage is the lowest amount that employers can pay most workers. There are laws
setting the minimum wage for the whole country, within states, and sometimes within
municipalities of states. For example, the federal minimum wage in the U.S. is $7.25 per
hour. The minimum wage in the state of Washington is $13.69 per hour. Both SeaTac ($16.57)
and Seattle ($16.69) have declared additional minimum wage ordinances, so their minimum
wages are higher than other areas in Washington.

•

Not everyone has to be paid the federal minimum wage. Exceptions include workers who
make tips and can be paid as little as $2.13 per hours as long as the tips they make always
make up the difference between their salary and the minimum wage. Other exceptions include
workers under the age of 20 who may be paid $4.25 per hour for no more than 90 days of
work. Occupations commonly exempt from the minimum wage provision of the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA) include farmworkers, seasonal amusement park workers, and salaried
employees whose incomes meet a certain threshold. Employers hiring students can get a
certificate from The Department of Labor and Industries (L&I) allowing them to pay students
85% of minimum wage, and student learners in vocational training can be paid 75% of the
minimum wage. A certificate can also be obtained to pay those with disabilities affecting their
productivity (blindness, mental illness, developmental disabilities, cerebral palsy, alcoholism, or
drug addiction) a subminimum wage according to how much work they can do.

•

The Wage and Hour Department offices of L&I are responsible for enforcing minimum wage
laws (such as the Fair Labor Standards Act) and explaining how they are applied with
materials such as the Handy Reference Guide to the Fair Labor Standards Act.

•

District of Columbia has the highest state/territory minimum wage at $15 per hour. Nineteen
states do not have a minimum wage higher than the required federal minimum wage of $7.25:
Alabama, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia, North
Dakota, North Carolina, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Virginia,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

•

The federal minimum wage does not increase automatically. Congress must pass a bill which
the President signs into law in order for the minimum wage to go up (last raised in 2009).

What are the pros and cons of a minimum wage increase?
•

Those who support an increase argue that workers must earn a living wage, which is a wage
high enough to cover basic living expenses when working full time. Proponents of raising the
minimum wage also believe it will increase consumer spending to boost the economy and
increase worker productivity and company loyalty. A major challenge of passing legislation to
support these ideas is justifying a specific wage that will be appropriate in every area of the
country.

•

Those who oppose a minimum wage increase believe employers will hire fewer unskilled
workers, disabled workers, and teenagers because hiring workers in these categories do not
justify the increased cost. They also point to a possibility that employers may either expect
more work from their remaining employees or pass along increased costs to the consumer to
make up for what they must pay workers.

What legislation might increase minimum wage?
•

Senator Robert C. Scott sponsored The Raise the Wage Act, which was passed by the
House of Representatives in 2019. If approved by the Senate and passed into law, the bill
would remove the special provisions for those making tips, those under the age of 20, and
people with disabilities. Minimum wage would be the same for everyone. The Labor
Department would assist businesses in adjusting to the new rules. Minimum wage would
increase gradually over a period of 7 years. The bill has been introduced several times: in
2015, proposing to raise the federal minimum wage to $12.00 per hour by 2020, and again in
2017 and 2019, proposing to gradually increase the minimum wage to $15.00 per hour.

•

The Fight for $15 campaign is a movement that began when fast food workers in New York
City organized a walkout strike in November 2012 to demand higher wages. Terrence Wise, a
fast-food worker and prominent member of the campaign, testified before Congress in
February 2019 to support The Raise the Wage Act.

•

The state minimum wages in 18 states went up in January 2019. As of 2019, 17 states and the
District of Columbia had tied or were scheduled to tie their minimum wages to the consumer
price index (CPI) or the personal consumption expenditures price index (PCEPI), both of
which measure changes in the prices of goods and services, thus allowing wage increases to
reflect increases to the cost of living.

•

The House passed a version of the American Rescue Plan, including an increase in the
minimum wage to $15 an hour, but senators voted to support the Senate parliamentarian’s
ruling requiring its removal.
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